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Teacher
Orientation

A good teacher, gifted with the qualities of
patience, attention, empathy and compassion,
can get the best learning outcomes from
students in a well oriented classroom. In pursuit
of our Vision and Mission to make a difference,
our Principal, Dr Padmajaa S Kutty conducted an
Orientation for all our teachers on 4 July 2022.
The objective of the Orientation was to help new
teachers acclimate to the school in a smaller,
more relaxed setting. It was also a platform for all
teachers to rejuvenate, collaborate to share
ideas and perspectives and to build bonds in
creating a positive learning environment for all
our students at MBIS.



Primary-Bastille
Day

La France commémore la prise de la prison de
Bastille à Paris le 14 Juillet 1789, un événement
qui est devenu le début symbolique de la
Révolution Française. In our Mission to Embrace
Global Diversities, the students of the Primary
celebrated Bastille Day on 14 July 2022. Smartly
dressed in Blue, White, and Red, resonating the
tricolour of the French National Flag, students
paid tribute to France's Bastille Day. All the
students enthusiastically participated in various
activities like colouring of the flag, making of the
Eiffel Tower with ice cream sticks, tuning in to
famous French poems etc. It was an absolute
joyful experience for the students to celebrate
France's Bastille Day in school with their peers,
having missed it for the last two years owing to
the pandemic.
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As a part of our Mission to Embrace Global Diversities, French Fest in the

Secondary was spread for over a month in July. 

This was to commemorate the Bastille Day which falls on 14 July.

It comprised different activities that displayed not only the students' linguistics

but also their application skills of the language. 

The Secondary students participated in various group activities and games

that enhanced their French Language skills.

The culmination of the French Fest was an awaited experience for students, as

they participated in a quiz on France and French Culture. The enthusiasm

created a healthy competitive atmosphere for the students. The students of

Grade 12 brought the fest to a close with an intriguing comic drama along the

theme of ‘Confusion to the Fusion’.

Secondary- Bastille
Day- French Fest



Teacher Enrichment
Program

Collaborate to Achieve Shared Goals for all
our students- is one of the steps of our
Mission.
An engaging teacher enrichment program
was conducted on Friday, 15 July 2022 by
Ms. Farzana Dohadwalla for the Pre Primary
and Primary faculty of MBIS. 
Through her immense experience in the field
of education, Ms. Farzana enlightened the
teachers on 'Welcome time with different
ideas ' which would engage the learners
and boost their confidence while enhancing
their social skills.
We look forward to leaving our children with
the message: 'Each day is a bright, bright
and beautiful day'.
 



International Chess Day

Every year International Chess Day
is celebrated on 20 July to
commemorate one of the oldest
and most popular games in history.
Here’s a peek into how MBIS
celebrated International Chess
Day! Students engaged in a battle
of wits, challenging each other to
use logic and intelligence to out-
smart their opponents!



"Every home is a university and the parents are
the teachers." —Mahatma Gandhi
Parents are the most precious gifts of God. They
possess immense patience to bring up their
children in the best possible ways. The primary
students of MBIS paid gratitude towards their
parents by making an affectionate greeting card
for Parents Day.

PARENTS’ DAY 



Primary - Our students pursued the Mission of 'Awareness to
Conserve the Environment' on World Nature Conservation
Day '- 28 July 2022.
Our Primary students participated in activities such as
Poster Making, Wall Hanging Reminders, Creating a Promise
Tree. These activities motivated our students to spread the
message of protecting the planet's biodiversity, thereby
making our world a happier and a healthier place to live in
for the future generation.
 
Secondary-Our Secondary Students -Grades 6 to 12
persevered to follow the Mission statement of Awareness to
Conserve the Environment on World Nature Conservation
Day - 28 July 2022. Reading and spreading awareness,
discussions and deliberations, poster making were the key
elements of the day.

World NatureWorld Nature
ConservationConservation
DayDay



Student CouncilStudent Council
ElectionElection

In the pursuit of our Vision to Empower Lives, developing students with
Leadership skills is our major objective. The Student Council is a
stepping stone for harnessing and enhancing Leadership Skills,
Communication Skills, Management qualities and Discipline.
The Student Council formation was devised on the principle of ‘by the
students, of the students, for the students’.
In view of this, the Student Council was enhanced for the AY 2022-23. 
The Student Council comprised 30 candidates along with 3 CAS
representatives. The elections for the Student Council was conducted
democratically on 29 July and consisted of a group of elected
students of the school, representing from Grade 5 to Grade 12.Students
across Grades 1 to 12 participated in the digital electoral process
through the e-ballot. Grade 5 members represented the Junior
Student Council and Grades 6 to 12 represented the Senior Student
Council.
Overall it was a good learning experience for students whilst they
campaigned for themselves to reach the hearts of the voters. Slogans
and posters adorned the walls of the school. The announcement of
results is scheduled on 1 August and the Investiture ceremony will take
place on 18 August. 
We expect the Student Council members to lead by example and
thus be a role model to other students.



a) Devashri Gunaseelan Grade 6 has made MBIS
proud by securing 8th International rank in SOF
English Olympiad. She has received gifts worth Rs.
500 and a medal and certificate of distinction for
the same.

b) Hazel D'cruz of Grade 3 has brought laurels to
the school by securing Class rank 1 in SOF
International General Knowledge Olympiad, SOF
International English Olympiad, SOF National
Science Olympiad and SOF International
Mathematics Olympiad. She has received Gold
Medals of Excellence and Certificate of School
Excellence for the same.

Grade 3 Aadya Shrivastava has
once again made all of us proud.
She secured 5th rank in the
International Championship of the
MaRRS International Spelling Bee
competition.

1) SOF OLYMPIAD

2. MARRS SPELL BEE 

OUR PROUD ACHIEVERS
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Creative and imaginative minds of MBIS
demonstrated a burst of energy at Trashion Pe
Fashion which focussed on bringing an understanding
among the children about preserving the
environment by reusing and recycling waste material.
The event was also a platform to reach out to
young,needy girls for creating an awareness of
menstrual hygiene through Project Dignity.
 
Hazel D'Cruz-Grade 3 and Tamanna Vijayan -Grade
12 participated in this event and were appreciated for
their style,confidence and empathy.
 

3. TRASHION PE FASHION


